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The classifications assigned to your patent applications determine
which Art Unit at USPTO will examine your application and which
prior art Examiners will use to evaluate whether your patent is novel,
non-obvious, and patentable. We understand classification at a claim
level and how claim language is used to determine the most
comprehensive claim which drives Art Unit and Technology Center
assignments. We can help you evaluate the Art Unit likely to be
assigned the case, how your claims align with patents in that class
and subclass, and the pool of prior art your patent is most likely to be
evaluated against.
Our team has hands on experience with the USPC, the IPC, ECLA
Classes, and classifications rules. Each of our analysts have extensive
experience classifying applications under the Pre-Grant Publications
Program and PTO and have worked with PTO on a wide range of
classification policy and operational engagements.
Our analysts understand technological convergence - when science,
technology, and innovations blend to create new inventions and new
science and technology and the trade-offs made when determining
the examiner or team of examiners that will be assigned to review
your patent application.
Using our custom Coronado IP concept search platform, we can
help you find and evaluate the inventions that are closest to yours.
We can find the classes that these patents are in and quickly find any
outlier patents where the inventions in those patents are closest to
yours. In addition to our custom Classification Services, we provide
a range of complementary support including prior art search and
review, Freedom to Operate analysis, and patent landscape review,
and development of custom indexes.
Coronado Group offers secure, and confidential assessments at very
competitive costs. Please call us today for a confidential quote.
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